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What unwilling filamentsi    popcorn-munching crones          peep in to see me 

unbound, hand and heart—             striptease in smoke           ladies, hunks 

       hands, these are   your hearts                 writhing from ash—                   But 

do you care?  roll of eyes  cell phone rings  before I hear 

 you aware, stirring  cheap thrill in my chest        changing skin and 

bone             inlaid mirror: you as a dream  as seashell  pocked with 

sticky pearls  sinking            this strobe-lit tank   as smoke & mirrors 

          landlocked scars            stars never the less      we are changing             I can 

feel     Because you  your hand and heart  pulse under my skin 

 haunting  humpbacked  molten, molting         (Can you  

feel my—?)  winging, we rise                               awake   aroused 

shouts:   (silence)         a thousand ways to tell                 but none 

so good as   silence, yes—  (listening:)       might bring me out        

for no charge  Living (:listen)                  is an art                 done exceptionally well            

 at least, we’re learning                       the art of losing                             for no charge but 

change               a word or wing             or touch of blood                         or relic          

      a bone       you old crone            don’t think I don’t notice                    i am 

 i am your           I am you                    To say that we’re the same, identical  

can’t be  and yet we are   tethered, trying to move—  Please, doll, 

answer my call          ringing, singing  singeing: ash, ash—  you 

start to stir and prod  flesh, blood, nothing there but:  a heart-cut bone,       
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a deformed book,  a buzzing hive… and fairy? Fair who?            Frau God, Frau 

Alighieri: care, re-pair        out of the embers                 we rise again              unburnt 

and bare          to touch each other as air 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
NOTES 
 
i “Exhibit J” deforms Sylvia Plath’s “Lady Lazarus,” further deformed by Elizabeth Bishop’s 
“One Art.” See The Norton Anthology of Poetry, eds. Margaret Ferguson, Mary Jo Salter, Jon 
Stallworthy (New York: Norton, 1996) 1735-37, 1419-20. For further reference, visit the 
Galerie de Difformité, with deference to da Vinci: “If the sound is in ‘m’ and the listener in 
‘n,’ the sound will be believed to be in ‘s’ if the court is enclosed at least on 3 sides against the 
listener.” Analogy may be made with Galerie de Difformité: if a sound is made in one Exhibit 
while Gentle Reader resides in another, (s)he may seek out additional Exhibits to coordinate 
the orchestrations. For further reading in this manner, see http://difformite.wordpress.com. 
Da Vinci’s words come from Emanuel Winternitz, ed., Leonardo da Vinci as a Musician 
(New Haven: Yale UP, 1982) 119. Please send this “Exhibit” back to the Undertaker in 
metamorphosed form: difformite@gmail.com. For further instructions, see 
http://difformite.wordpress.com. 
 


